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Y8 English
Unit: Sherlock Holmes (The Speckled Band)
Key Quotes and Writer’s Craft
First person narrator – Dr Watson
“A lady dressed in black and heavily veiled”
“with restless frightened eyes, like those of
some hunted animal.”
“he became the terror of the village, and the
folks would fly at his approach”
“she stabbed with her finger into the air in the
direction of the doctor's room”
“marked with every evil passion”
“gave him somewhat the resemblance to a
fierce old bird of prey”
“Holmes chuckled heartily. "Your conversation
is most entertaining,"”
“How shall I ever forget that dreadful vigil?”

Plot
Section

Key concepts, ideas and
context
Details

1

Initial introduction to Sherlock and
Watson (from Watson’s perspective).
Sherlock conveys his intelligence through
close analysis of Helen and how she arrived
to Baker Street.

2
Helen’s story

Helen and Julia were twin sisters. Their
parents have died and they lived with their
step father Dr Roylott in a house called
Stoke Moran. Her sister is now dead and she
died in suspicious circumstances and now
these things are happening to her.

Themes

3
Dr Roylott

He arrives in Baker Street and orders
Sherlock to stay out of his affairs. Sherlock is
unbothered and tells him calmly to leave.

Deduction

4
Stoke Moran

Sherlock and Watson inspect the rooms at
Stoke Moran and find key clues that help
Sherlock change his mind on what he
thought had happened.
Sherlock and Watson wait initially in the pub
and then in Helen’s room that night. It is
completely silent and dark and then a light
appears and Sherlock hits out. Dr Roylott
ends up dead.
Helen moves out with her aunt and Roylott’s
death is put down to a fatal accident.

Family, social class and inheritance

5
The Wait

The role of women in Victorian times

6
Resolution

Character
Violence

Class system
Upper classes still having estates
but losing their money.
Upper class household with
servants and communication via
bells.
Rise of the middle classes
through industry and education

Vocabulary
Word

Definition

Fatal

The adjective fatal describes
something that is capable of
causing death.

perpetrate

to commit or be responsible
for something — usually
something mischievous or
bad.

blanch

To blanch is to turn pale,
usually as the result of a
physical or psychological
shock.
A morose person is sullen,
gloomy, sad, glum, and
depressed — not a happy
camper.
If you're a dissolute person,
you indulge in gambling,
drugs, and drinking and don't
care if others disapprove.

British Empire
India and Victoria being Empress
of India
Police, criminals and
investigation
Scotland Yard
Private investigators
Criminology

morose

dissolute

allusion
bequeath

Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson (narrator)

convulsion

Helen Stoner, Julia Stoner (deceased), Dr Roylott

imprudence

Make a reference to
something, normally cultural,
that the reader will know
To bequeath is to leave your
possessions to another
person after you die.
A convulsion is a jerking,
uncontrolled movement.
a lack of caution in practical
affairs

Y8 Mathematics 2A

Order of Numbers
643 < 982 means 643 is less than 982.
1234 > 1123 means 1234 is greater than 1123.
You can order two numbers by comparing the digits
representing the highest value in each number. If
they are the same, compare the digits representing
the next highest value, and so on.

Rounding Numbers
Use a number line to help with rounding.
If the check digit is 4 or less, round down.
If the check digit is 5 or more, round up.
e.g 53516 = 53520 (to the nearest 10)
53516 = 53500 (to the nearest 100)
53516 = 54000 (to the nearest 1000)
53516 = 50000 (to the nearest 10000)

Addition and Subtraction
Align the place values.
Add the digits from right to left.
Regroup if necessary.
Align the place values.
Subtract the digits from right to left.
Regroup if necessary.

Order of Operations
The order is usually:
First brackets,
Next indices,
Followed by multiplication and division,
usually from left to right,
Finally addition and subtraction, usually
from left to right.
e.g.

Squares, Cubes, Square Roots and Cube Roots
The numbers 1x1, 2x2, 3x3,… are called square
numbers. They are written as 12, 22, 32,…
The square root of a number is a value that, when
multiplied by itself, gives the number.
Examples:
2
3 = 3x3 = 9
√25 = 5
The numbers 1x1x1, 2x2x2, 3x3x3,… are called
cube numbers. They are written as 13, 23, 33,…
The cube root of a number is a value that, when
multiplied by itself, gives the number.
Examples:
3
33 = 3x3x3 = 27
√64= 4

Multiplication
Grid method

Column Method

145 ÷ 5 + (33 – 7) x 2³
= 145 ÷ 5 + 26 x 2³ Brackets
= 145 ÷ 5 + 26 x 8
Indices
= 29 + 208 Division and multiplication
= 237
Addition

Number lines
When using a number line, identify the differences
between positive and negative numbers - identify
numbers from a number line with a different scale

Y8 Mathematics 2B
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Y8 History

The Slave Trade

Y8 Geography

Y8 RE and Philosophy

Y8 Life Studies

Groups in Society

The Elderly

Racism in Society

Positive Attitudes

Racist bullying is caused by lack of understanding &
intolerance to people who are different.

 Experience, knowledge, understanding, adventurous spirit
Negative Attitudes
 An aging society is going to cost a lot of money
 NHS costs & social care costs will be high

A stereotype is when we look at a group of people and say
that ALL people are the same because they belong to a
particular group. E.g. all Scottish people wear kilts & play
the bagpipes. Just because a person is Scottish does not
mean that they have to wear a kilt or play the bagpipes.
Some will, some won’t

People with Disabilities

Migration

Prejudice & Discrimination

Push Factors

Prejudice is when you are against a person because of a group
that they belong to E.g. Racism – prejudiced against people
because of their ethnicity, sexist – prejudiced against someone
because of their sex

High unemployment in country of origin, poor living
conditions, political instability, threat of war, low pay

Discrimination is when you stop someone from doing or
achieving something because of your prejudices. Eg not
employing a woman because you do not believe that women
should work
Many people with disabilities face prejudice & discrimination

Pull Factors
Skills shortage in new country, low unemployment, better
wages, better standard of living for migrant & family
Economic Migrant – someone who moves for work
Refugee – Someone who has to move very quickly because
of an emergency

Y8 French

Y8 German

Y8 Physical Education

Acronym

Component

Components of PHYSICAL
Fitness
Definition

Test

Sports/Activities
Essential Within

Importance for Success

Big

Body
Composition

The relative ratio of fat mass to fat-free
mass (vital organs, muscle and bone) in the
body

BMI (kg/m2)
BIA (Bio-Impedance
Analysis)
Jackson Pollock
Skinfold Nomogram

All activities as it
determines if an athlete
is over/under weight
Jockeys/Boxers
Footballers

Predicts body fat
Helps identify if you are over or under
weight
Eg. Boxers can make a weight category for
a fight

Fat

Flexibility

Having an adequate range of motion in all
joints of the body; the ability to move a joint
fluidly through its complete range of motion

Sit and Reach Test
(cm/inch)

Gymnastics
Dance
Football, Hockey,
Rugby
Badminton

Prevents strains/muscle injuries and
allows us to move quicker. Eg. A
Badminton player can reach further for a
shuttle

Men

Muscular
Endurance

The ability of the muscular system to work
efficiently, where a muscle can continue
contracting over a period of time against a
light to moderate fixed resistance load.

1min Press Up Test
1min Sit Up Test
(reps)

Cross Country
Running
Invasion GamesFootball, Rugby,
Hockey
Swimming

The more muscular endurance you have
the less tired your muscles will become.
Eg. A swimmer can still pull with power and
speed at the end of a race

Munch

Muscular
Strength

The maximum force(in Kg or N) that can be
generated by a muscle or muscle group

Grip Dynamometer
(kg/w)

Sprinting
Rugby

Strength allows you to exert high
amounts of force. Eg. A rugby player can
pull an opponent to the ground in a tackle

Apple

Aerobic
Endurance/
Cardiorespiratory
Fitness

The ability of the cardiorespiratory system
to work effectively supplying nutrients +
oxygen to working muscles during sustained
physical activity
(Also cardiorespiratory endurance/aerobic
fitness)

Multi Stage Fitness
Test
Forestry Step Test
(ml/kg/min= VO2
Max)

Long Distance
Runners, Cyclists and
Swimmers
Invasion GamesFootball, Rugby,
Hockey

The more aerobic endurance you have
the less tired you will be during a
competition/game.
Eg. A long distance cyclist would not tire out
at the end of a race

Strudel

Speed

Distance divided by time taken, measured in
meters per second (m/s). 3 Types of SpeedAccelerative (up to 30m), Pure (up to 60m)
and Endurance (over 60m) with a short
recovery in between

35m Sprint Test
(secs)

Athletics- 100m Sprint
Football, , Netball
Swimming- 50/100m
Sprint

Allows people to cover distances quicker
or allows a body part to move quicker.
Eg. A sprint would use speed to cover the
track as quickly as possible

Y8 Art
Art

Project overview.

Tonal drawing skills.

Your first Year 8 project in Art at
Cansfield will focus on a range of
observational drawing skills using a
variety of materials. You will then use
your observational drawing to develop
work based on the impact of plastics on
the environment. All the skills and
knowledge in this organiser will aid your
understanding of this project.

Practice the skills!

Watch and learn.
Artist focus: David Edgar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOv4PSNvswg

Artist focus: Judith and Richard Lang
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3W4s2CjDU3M

Artist focus: Aurora Robson no1.
The Making of 'Kamilo' Sculpture.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEaxn05uOZk

Artist focus: Aurora Robson no2.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ld9AaPkcUss

Practice the skills!
Crush a water bottle and place it near a light source
such as a window or a lamp. Then draw the bottle
capturing all the different tonal elements that you can
see. Use carful shading and smudging for your tonal
work and an eraser to pick out subtle highlights.
The environmentalist artist Aurora Robson
transforms plastic waste into beautiful sculptural
forms inspired by sea life. The piece on the right has
been lit from inside to reveal subtle tones in strong
warm colours. Produce a coloured tonal drawing of
this sculpture, but keep adding shapes and details
from the image to make your work grow and evolve
into a new dynamic sea form.

Y8 Design Technology: Materials

Y8 Design Technology: Textiles

Y8 IMedia

Produce an A4 mood board of the types of graphics you could have on your racing game sleeve.
It can be done using physical cut ‘n‘ paste or electronically on a computer and printed out.

We will be doing some existing
product analysis to produce a
specification of the requirements of a
racing game sleeve. Have a look at the
graphics on some of your game sleeves
in preparation for the project.

These are some examples of mood board
for different designs.

Sweets

Music

Video Game
Case Design

For hints of how to
produce a mood
board visit the
following web site.

You should include
things like:
 Images – different
types of the vehicles
you’d have in your
game.
 Characters you may
include
 Colour

https://www.creativebloq.com/graphic-design/mood-boards-812470

 Font styles

Motocross

Y8 Hospitality and Catering
Personal safety
in the kitchen!
Long hair must be tied
back neatly.
No jewellery to be worn.
White aprons must be
worn.
No nail polish or false
nails.
Hands must be washed
with antibacterial soap
and hot water.

•
•
•
•
•

What factors can
affect a cultures way
of cooking?

Food safety!
•
•
•
•
•

Use the correct coloured
chopping boards.
Always use equipment
safely and correctly.
Ensure all food is cooked
fully and to above 75C.
Store raw and cooked
foods separately.
Do not allow cross
contamination to take
place.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Useful websites:
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/category/cuisines
https://cookingmatters.org/connect-across-cultures

Climate
Location
Day light
hours
Lifestyles
Equipment
Access
Economy
Religion

